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Flory-Huggins (FH) theory is restricted to polymer mixtures whose monomers are structurally iden-
tical, a situation limited to isotopic blends and computer simulations. We investigate the influence of
monomer structure on blend miscibility and scattering properties using the lattice cluster theory general-
ization of the FH model. Monomer structural asymmetry is shown to profoundly affect blend miscibility
�Tc, fc�, chain swelling �Tu�, and the scale �j� and intensity [S�0�] of composition fluctuations. Four
distinct blend miscibility classes are identified and experimental evidence for these classes is discussed.
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Many commercially important materials are “alloys” of
polymers having different chemical and physical character-
istics, and the stability and state of dispersion of polymer
blends are often crucial in applications. Flory-Huggins
(FH) theory [1] has long provided a basis for understand-
ing the thermodynamic properties of these mixtures, and
the theory is also an essential input into the analysis of
blend scattering [2] and into kinetic models of blend phase
separation [3]. More generally, FH theory is widely used in
treatments of systems containing biological polymers [4].
While FH theory explains some basic trends in blend mis-
cibility (e.g., limited miscibility of high molecular mass
blends), the theory completely neglects the dissimilarity in
monomer structure that is central to the fabrication of real
blends. A number of approaches (integral equation theory
[5], Monte Carlo simulations [6], continuum field theory
[7], and analytic lattice model calculations [8]) give in-
sights into the physics of polymer blends, but no theory
has emerged that can predict analytically how monomer
structure affects blend miscibility.

We systematically investigate the influence of monomer
structure on blend miscibility using the lattice cluster the-
ory (LCT) [8] generalization of the FH model. Ana-
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lytic calculations are rendered tractable by restricting the
analysis to the limit of incompressible, high molecular
weight blends [9]. The well-known miscibility pattern pre-
dicted by FH theory is recovered only for a limited range
of monomer size and shape asymmetries, but when the
monomers have dissimilar structures, the LCT yields three
additional blend miscibility classes whose behaviors are
quite different from the predictions of classical FH theory.

The LCT [8,9] is based on two major improvements be-
yond the leading order FH approximation to the blend free
energy. First, united atom models are used to represent
individual monomers as occupying several neighboring lat-
tice sites, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a few polyolefins con-
sidered in this paper. The second improvement involves a
superior solution to the resulting lattice model. Corrections
to the FH free energy (from nonrandom mixing) are sys-
tematically derived in the form of a high temperature, 1�d
cluster expansion [8]. The LCT is rendered analytically
tractable by confining attention to the high pressure, high
molecular weight, and fully flexible chain limit, termed the
simplified LCT (SLCT).

The SLCT free energy of mixing Dfmix for a binary
homopolymer blend equals [9]
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where f � f1 � 1 2 f2 is the volume fraction of com-
ponent 1, M � M1 is the number of united atom groups in
a single chain of blend species 1, l � M2�M1, e � e11 1

e22 2 2e12 is the blend exchange energy, z is the lattice
coordination number, and T is the absolute temperature.
The chain occupancy index Mi � Nisi (where si denotes
the number of lattice sites occupied by a single monomer)
reduces to the polymerization index Ni only when si � 1.
The first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1)
represent the configurational entropy, while [f�1 2 f� 3

�r1 2 r2�2�z2] is the noncombinatorial entropy of mixing
which arises from packing constraints imposed by the
monomer structures. The entropic coefficients ri �i �
1, 2� are obtained from the respective numbers s

�3�
i and s

�4�
i

of tri- and tetrafunctional united atom groups in a single
monomer of species i as ri � 1 1 s

�3�
i �si 1 3s

�4�
i �si .

The remaining energetic terms in Eq. (1) involve both
monomer structure dependent and independent contribu-
tions. The monomer structure dependence enters through
the geometrical factors p1 and p2, which equal the
numbers of distinct sets of three sequential bonds travers-
ing single monomers of species 1 and 2, respectively.
Reference [9] tabulates ri and pi for a wide range of
© 2002 The American Physical Society 095503-1
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PH1 PEP PIB
FIG. 1. United atom group models for monomers of poly-
(hexene-1) (PH1), poly(ethylene propylene) (PEP), and
poly(isobutylene) (PIB). Circles designate CHn groups, solid
lines represent the C-C bonds inside the monomer, and dotted
lines indicate the C-C bonds that link the monomer’s CHn
groups with the polyolefin chain backbone. The branching
parameters ri and pi equal rPH1 � 7�6, pPH1 � 4�3, rPEP �
pPEP � 6�5, rPIB � 7�4, and pPIB � 3�2.

monomer structures and discusses their evaluation. The
leading energetic contribution of ze��2kT� is merely the
FH interaction term which grossly overestimates the num-
ber of nearest neighbor heterocontacts. The replacement
of the factor of z in the FH approximation ze��2kT� by
�z 2 2� represents a first correction to this contact num-
ber [10].
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The small angle neutron scattering x parameter in the
incompressible limit is defined in terms of the free energy
Dfmix,

≠2�Dfmix�kT �
≠f2
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where x is expressed as an interaction parameter between
united atom groups [9,11]. Evaluating the derivative in
Eq. (2) converts x into the simple polynomial x � a 1

�b 1 cf��T, where

a � �r1 2 r2�2�z2,

b � �e�k� ��z 2 2��2 1 �1�z� �22p1 1 p2�� , (3)

c � �e�k� �3�z� �p1 2 p2� .

The sign of b determines the type of phase separation
[upper critical solution temperature (UCST) versus lower
critical solution temperature (LCST) phase diagram].
When both blend components have monomers with the
same structures, a and c vanish.

The critical composition fc is determined by the con-
dition, ≠3Dfmix�≠f3jf�fc � 0, which, in combination
with Eq. (1), yields
22acf2
c �1 2 fc�2 1 �2c�l 2 1�f3

c 1 �b�l 2 1� 2 c�4l 2 1��f2
c 1 2�c 2 b�lfc 1 bl���Ml� � 0 . (4)
The critical temperature Tc is evaluated from the stability
condition obtained by setting Eq. (2) to zero and inserting
the expression for fc from Eq. (4) into the resulting equa-
tion,

Tc �
2�b 1 cfc�

1��Mfc� 1 1��Ml�1 2 fc�� 2 2a
. (5)

The largest contribution to the shift of Tc from its FH value
is due to the parameter a. An increase of a generally leads
to decreased blend miscibility.

The correlation length amplitude jo [j �
jo�jT 2 Tcj�T �21�2] is another characteristic prop-
erty of polymer blends that is strongly influenced by
monomer shape and size asymmetries (our results are
derived in mean field theory, which is valid [2,12] suffi-
ciently far from Tc). Within the SLCT, jo is expressed as

jo � �doTc��2jb 1 cfcj��1�2. (6)

do is the square gradient coefficient, determined from ran-
dom phase approximation (RPA) [2], and jo is thus inde-
pendent of T . The mean field sum rule j2 	 S�0� [j is
the static correlation length and S�0� is the structure fac-
tor in the long wavelength limit] implies that jo controls
both the amplitude [S�0�] and the scale (j� of composition
fluctuations [13].

In analogy to polymer solutions, where the theta tem-
perature Tu is normally identified as an essential reference
temperature [1,2], Tu can also be defined (and measured)
for dilute polymer blends. Since either component of a bi-
nary blend can be the dilute species, there are two osmotic
virial expansions and two theta temperatures. Within the
SLCT, the T

�1�
u and T

�2�
u are evaluated as

T
�1�
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For l � 1, T
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u 
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u � Tu, and dT
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u , where

dT
�i�
u � �T �i�

u 2 Tc��Tc, since jc�bj is normally small [9],

so in this case we suppress the superscript (i). The T
�i�
u

have the same significance for chain swelling as they do in
polymer solutions [14].

The SLCT predicts that binary polymer blends yield four
distinct classes of critical behavior. This classification is
based on the analysis of Eqs. (3)–(7) which enable the
evaluation of the critical parameters �fc,Tc, jo , T

�1�
u , T

�2�
u �

for eight potential types of blends that arise because b may
be either sign and because a and c may be either zero or
nonzero. a is positive in the SLCT, while b and c can be
of either sign. (The classes of critical behavior for a , 0
are not detailed here as they do not emerge from the SLCT
for polymer blends.)

In addition to different monomer structures, the blend
components usually have different Mi . This introduces an
additional source of asymmetry (particle exchange sym-
metry) quantified in the LCT by the chain occupancy index
ratio l � �M2�M1�, an extension of the polymerization in-
dex ratio lN � �N2�N1� in FH theory to account for dif-
ferences in monomer sizes. We next summarize some of
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the essential characteristics of the four classes of blends indicated by the SLCT.
Class I [a � 0, b . 0, c � 0 (or c fi 0)] (similar to FH theory) is characterized by a UCST phase separation in which

Tc is proportional to M and fc depends only on l. Class I:

fc � f�I�
c �

p
l��1 1

p
l �, Tc 	 M, jo 	 M1�2, dT

�1�
u , dT

�2�
u � gi�l� ,

where gi�l � 1� � 3. f�I�
c represents the correction of f�FH�

c �
p

lN ��1 1
p

lN � for differences in monomer volumes
[1]. The remaining three classes exhibit qualitative departures from FH behavior. Class II [a fi 0, b . 0, c � 0 (or
c fi 0)] also yields a UCST behavior, but with a nonlinear dependence of Tc on M. On the other hand, fc remains
identical to f�I�

c for the FH class I. Class II:

fc � f�I�
c , Tc 	

M

1 2 2alM
, jo 	

M1�2
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,

where l � l��1 1
p

l �2. The occurrence of a UCST phase diagram is limited, however, to values of M below Mc �
1��2al� where Tc diverges.

Class III (a fi 0, b , 0, c � 0) is our first example producing LCST behavior and dramatic departures from the FH
pattern of blend miscibility. Tc in the M ! ` limit no longer scales with M, but instead approaches a constant �jbj�a�
as M ! `. fc remains equal to f

�I�
c since c � 0. Class III:

fc � f�I�
c , Tc � jbj�a, jo � const, dT

�1�
u , dT

�2�
u 	 M21.

Class IV (a fi 0, b , 0, c fi 0) also yields LCST phase separation, but there are important differences from class III.
fc depends strongly on M and Tc approaches a constant in the M ! ` limit whose value depends on the sign of c.
Class IV:

fc 	 M21�2, Tc � jbj�a, jo 	 M1�4, dT
�1�
u � c�b, dT

�2�
u 	 M21�2, �c , 0� ,

fc � 1 2 O�M21�2�, Tc � jb 2 cj�a, jo 	 M1�4, dT
�1�
u 	 M21�2, dT

�2�
u � c�jb 2 cj, �c . 0� .
The remaining four of the eight possible blend types are
either completely miscible or immiscible.

Figures 2(a)–2(d) graphically illustrate the dependence
of these properties for some “symmetric” polyolefin blends
�l � 1; M1 � M2 � M� specified in the caption. The dif-
ferences in the predicted dependence of Tc on M are shown
in Fig. 2(a). The linear scaling of Tc with M corresponds
to FH theory (class I); class II exhibits a stronger than lin-
ear M dependence of Tc; while Tc for classes III and IV ap-
proach constants. The critical composition [see Fig. 2(b)]
is insensitive to M in classes I–III, but depends on M
for class IV, decreasing towards zero (or unity) with the
scaling fc 	 M21�2. (Clearly, the FH estimate for fc

can be grossly in error for LCST blends.) The correlation
length amplitude jo [see Fig. 2(c)] for class II increases
with M more rapidly than for class I �jo 	 M1�2�, but
jo for classes III and IV is significantly smaller than the
chain radius of gyration �Rg 	 M1�2�. An insensitivity of
jo to M occurs in class III, where jo is on the order of
the statistical segment length rather than Rg. The devia-
tion dTu of Tu from Tc is also an indicator of the blend
miscibility class. The large values of dTu for classes I and
II suggest that Tu is experimentally inaccessible. (Most
polymers with Tc near room temperature would be ther-
mally unstable at these Tu .) In contrast, Tu is predicted to
be close to Tc for classes III and IV blends [14].

A linear scaling of Tc with M has been confirmed
by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments
[15] for symmetric �N1 � N2� isotopic polyolefin blends
(where molecular monomer structures are almost identi-
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cal) and by Monte Carlo simulations [6]. However, several
experimental observations indicate that this FH pattern of
blend miscibility is not general. Perhaps the best docu-
mented example of this nonuniversality is provided by the
polystyrene/poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PS/PVME) blend.
SANS experiments by Han and co-workers [16] reveal that
Tc for this system is nearly insensitive to M �Tc � 145 6

5 ±C�, while fc is highly asymmetric even for samples with
identical N1 and N2. Based on the constraints b , 0 and
a, c fi 0 (determined from our fits to the scattering data
[8]), PS/PVME blends are classified as type IV blends.
The SLCT prediction that Tc ! �jbj�a� for class IV
blends in the M ! ` limit accords with the constancy of
Tc found by Han et al. [16]. Moreover, the SLCT scaling
fc 	 M21�2 is consistent with the additional finding
[16] that a factor of 3 increase in M leads to a reduction
of fc by roughly a factor of 2. Other measurements
[16,17] for PS/PVME mixtures verify our predictions of
a weak M-dependence of the correlation length amplitude
�jo 	 M1�4� [see Fig. 2(c)] and the proximity between
Tu and Tc [see Fig. 2(d)]. All the predicted characteristics
of class IV blends are thus verified.

A similar insensitivity of Tc to M has been observed
[18] for binary blends of PIB with several other poly-
olefins, where it is difficult to imagine that any “specific in-
teractions” could be responsible for the observed dramatic
deviations from FH theory. (Notably, our explanation
of the non-FH critical behavior for PS/PVME blends
likewise does not require invoking “special” interactions.)
The LCST phase separation in these systems is predicted
095503-3
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FIG. 2. The critical temperature Tc , critical composition
fc , correlation length amplitude jo , and reduced theta
temperature dTu � �Tu 2 Tc��Tc for “symmetric” blends
(l � 1; M1 � M2 � M) as a function of the number of united
atom groups M . (a) Tc; (b) fc; (c) jo ; (d) dTu . Classes II and
IV are represented by PH1/PEP and PIB/PEP blends, respec-
tively. The example for class I blends�a � c � 0, b . 0� is
derived by choosing b as identical to b for class II, while the
example for class III blends (a fi 0, b , 0, c � 0) is generated
by taking a and b equal to those for the PIB/PEP system. The
exchange energies e for the PH1/PEP and PIB/PEP blends are
taken as e�k � 0.01 K and e�k � 21 K, respectively [9].

to arise within the SLCT from the competition between a
negative energetic portion of the x parameter and a suf-
ficiently positive “entropic” part a of x. The PIB blends
exhibit a large a part of the parameter x due to the presence
095503-4
of a tetrafunctional carbon atom in the PIB monomer. The
negative exchange energy e (implying b , 0) may occur
because 50% of the PIB united atom units are CH3 groups
that have larger attractive interactions (i.e., Lennard-Jones
interaction parameters) than the CH2, CH, and C united
atom groups [19]. This effect produces a large self-
interaction e11 � ePIB2PIB and a large heterocontact in-
teraction e12, leading to a negative e � e11 1 e22 2 2e12.

Finally, we note that caution should be exercised in us-
ing the FH expression f�FH�

c �
p

lN ��1 1
p

lN � to esti-
mate Tc, jo , and other critical properties of polymer blends
since this can lead to substantial errors. It is necessary to
determine fc from the measured coexistence curve.
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